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strategy noun

story noun

strat·e·gy | \ ˈstra-tə-jē \

·
sto·ry | \ ‘stor-ē
\

2 a: a careful plan or method : a clever stratagem

1 a: an account of incidents or events

b: the art of devising or employing plans or
stratagems toward a goal

Love

b: a statement regarding the facts pertinent to a
situation in question

If people

a Brand Story...

55%

44%

15%

are more likely to buy
the product in the future.

will share
the story.

will buy the product
immediately.

Define

·
Every business’ primary
motivation is to make money, so
let’s get that one out of the way!

Your motive (money) is not what defines your mission.

the Motive

Motive may be your goal but it isn’t what got the ball
rolling to start your company. Your story is.

Discover
the Ambition
66%

of consumers would switch from a product they typically
buy to a new product from a purpose-driven company.

Why

Does Your

Brand Exist?

To discover your ambition, think back to the very first moment the
idea of your brand was born.
·

What problem were you trying to solve?
What did you hope to accomplish through a new company?
When you identify the true ambition behind your brand, you
uncover your purpose. From there, you can solidify your ambition
with clear vision and mission statements.

Vision
and Mission

81%
of employees who work for a
company with a strong mission
stated their stakeholders hold trust
for their leadership team.

What are you working towards and what tactics will help you
accomplish that goal?

Vision

Mission

A vision statement inspires action. It encompasses your
unwavering desire to see something created or changed
in the world. Ideally, your business will be what brings
this desire to life.

A mission statement is your guide to seeing your vision
realized. It’s your organization’s tactical execution plan
for how and when to use your products/services to
accomplish your vision and goals. A mission explains
the tasks at hand for your organization.

Clarify

73%
of employees who report working
for a purpose-driven company
are engaged,

the Approach

compared to just

23%

What culture and values will guide the team members
carrying out your vision?

at non-purpose-driven companies.

Core Values vs.
Guiding Principles

Shaping Company
Culture

The difference between core values and guiding
principles is the emphasis on action. Core values are
compelling adjectives but do little to provide team
members with practical guidance. On the other hand,
guiding principles are verbs that are meant to be used
for instruction on a daily basis. These action steps outline
the way that your team should go about achieving its
work, inspiring individuals and helping guide
decision-making.

Your approach is defined by how you implement your
vision and mission throughout your organization.
Clarifying the values that guide your actions helps shape
company culture and ensures alignment across all levels
of the organization. A successful approach relies on
consistency, which means hiring team members who
understand your brand story, buy into your vision, and
practice similar values.

Live

77%

the Message

of consumers buy from brands
who share the same values
as they do.

If you start with external opinions rather than
internal purpose, your brand story loses its power.
Your brand message is distinct from marketing messages.
Rather than identifying what appeals to people and
crafting messages accordingly (marketing strategy),
your brand message first uncovers your brand story and
then finds out who it appeals to.

The focus of brand messaging should be less about how
to sell your products/services and more about how to
communicate what cannot change about your brand –
your history. You control the narrative of your brand, and
it’s in communicating your true ambition that your
strength as a brand lies.

Loyal

Advocates
Standing firm on your story and staying true to your vision
equips you to establish a following of loyal supporters who
believe not just in your products, but in your brand as a
whole. Once people are sold on your brand, they’ll be sold
on anything you offer.

80%
of profits come from

20%
of a company’s
existing customers.

Internalize your brand story across your organization, live
out the message, and people will inevitably be drawn to
your brand.
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